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ET AGAIN, WE HAVE A GROWING NUMBER OF GIGS IN THIS EDITION FOR
YOU. ALTHOUGH MANY HAVE BEEN CANCELLED OR POSTPONED, IT
APPEARS THAT THINGS ARE SLOWLY RETURNING TO NORMAL. BiTS
WILL CONTINUE CAREFULLY TO MONITOR THE SITUATION AND WE
FULLY EXPECT MORE AND MORE GIGS OVER THE NEXT FEW MONTHS.

IN THE MEAN TIME, DON’T GO TO GIGS IF YOU ARE NOT ABSOLUTELY SURE THEY ARE
COMPLETELY SAFE, MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCE AND REMEMBER:

The CORONA VIRUS DOES NOT CIRCULATE
PEOPLE CIRCULATE IT

BLUES GIGS: FROM EXMOUTH TO EASTBOURNE AND A BIT MORE BESIDES

01/04 DANA GILLESPIE & THE LONDON BLUES BAND @ Newick Village Hall, Lewes
01/04 THE FLYING TIGERS @ The Plough, Farnham, 20:00
02/04 RETREAD @ The Park Tavern, Gosport, 21:00
02/04 MALONE SIBUN BAND + LEWIS CLARK @ Long Street Blues Club, Devizes, 19:45
02/04 THE INFORMERS @ The Longman of Wilmington, Patcham, 21:00
02/04 DANA GILLESPIE & THE LONDON BLUES BAND @ Broken Chair Blues Club,
Beeding & Bramber Village Hall, 19:30
02/04 DIVING FOR PEARLS @ The NewQuay Inn, Teignmouth, 20:30
02/04 RUSSELL SINCLAIR & THE SOUTHERN HONEY @ The Bootlegger, Exeter, 21:00
02/04 ME AND THE DEVIL @ The Old Ale House, Truro, 21:00
02/04 SYKICK SURFERS @ The Heroes, Waterlooville, 20:30
03/04 JUNCO SHAKERS @ The Queen's Head, Farnham
03/04 JON AMOR AND FRIENDS @ The Southgate Inn, Devizes, 17:00
03/04 THE JACKALS @ Southwick Beer Engine, Brighton, 16:00
03/04 ZOE SCHWARZ & ROB KORAL @ The Royal Portland Arms, Portland, 17:00
03/04 BLUES JAM @ The Auckland Arms, Southsea, 12:00
03/04 JAM DANG DOODLE BLUES JAM @ The Lewes Road Inn, Brighton, 14:00
05/04 VINCE LEE & AL WALLIS @ The Blues Bar & Grill, Plymouth, 21:00
07/04 ZOE SCHWARZ BLUE COMMOTION @ Bullfrog Blues Club, Southsea
07/04 ISOBEL THATCHER @ Belgium & Blues, Southampton, 20:30
08/04 ADAM SWEET @ CICCIC, Memorial Hall, Taunton, 19:30
08/04 BILLY BREMNER'S ROCKFILES farewell tour @ Corn Exchange, Devizes, 19:45
08/04 ANIMALS AND FRIENDS farewell tour @ The Anvil, Basingstoke, 19:30
08/04 MARK HARRISON DUO @ Emsworth Music Club, Emsworth Sports & Social Club,
19:00
08/04 SYKICK SURFERS @ The Golden Lion, Fareham, 21:00
09/04 SUGARMAN SAM & THE VOODOO MEN @ The Golden Lion, Basingstoke, 20:30
09/04 REDHOUSE @ The Union Inn, Saltash, 21:00
09/04 VOODOO ROOM @ The Wharf, Tavistock, 20:30
09/04 CRYIN' OUT LOUD @ Scratchers, The Three Lions, Farncombe, 21:00
09/04 VINCE LEE & THOMAS FORD @ The B Bar, Plymouth, 21:00
09/04 BITTER BLUES @ The Welcome Stranger, Kimpton, 20:30
09/04 CUCKOOLAND @ The Firehouse, Southampton, 21:30
10/04 ANDY GRANT @ The Royal Portland Arms, Portland
10/04 BROOKS WILLIAMS @ The Square & Compass, Worth Matravers, 14:00
10/04 RAILROAD INC @ Southwick Beer Engine, Brighton, 15:00
10/04 THE JACKALS @ The Neptune Inn, Brighton, 15:00
10/04 DOM MARTIN @ The Brunswick, Hove, 19:30
12/04 VINCE LEE & AL WALLIS @ The Blues Bar & Grill, Plymouth, 21:00
12/04 BILLY WALTON BAND @ The Beaverwood, Chislehurst, 19:30
12/04 THE MEN FROM MONTGOMERY @ The George Inn, Cosham, 20:30
Listings are provided as a guide only. DON’T FORGET TO CHECK THE VENUE BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME to
ensure that the gig is still on. The listing here is far from complete, so check out
www.bluesinthesouth.com/gigs as that is updated all the time: Last date for inclusion here is the 10th of the
preceding month - ie., 10 Jan for Feb.

12/04 Brixham Blues Second Tuesday BBT2@The Birdcage, New Road, Brixham TQ5
8LT,20:30
14/04 ADAM SWEET BAND @ The Coffee Cellar, Exeter
14/04 JOHN VERITY BAND @ Tivoli Theatre, Wimborne, 19:30
14/04 ZOE SCHWARZ BLUE COMMOTION @ The Cellar Bar, Farnham Maltings, 20:00
15/04 KYLA BROX BAND @ Electric Palace, Bridport
15/04 CINELLI BROTHERS @ Boarhunt Blues Club, North Boarhunt
15/04 BURNT ICE @ The Windsor Castle, Gosport
15/04 CHICAGO 9 @ Platform Tavern, Southampton, 21:00
15/04 BAD KNEES BLUES BAND @ The King's Arms, Buckfastleigh, 21:00
15/04 GARY MOORE BLUES EXPERIENCE @ Hanger Farm Arts Centre, Southampton,
19:30
15/04 REDHOUSE @ The Union Inn, Tavistock, 21:00
15/04 SYKICK SURFERS @ The Red Lion, Stubbington, 21:00
16/04 ZOE SCHWARZ & ROB KORAL @ The Way Outback Brewing Company Bar,
Southbourne, 20:00
16/04 BILLY WALTON BAND @ Long Street Blues Club, Devizes, 19:45
16/04 THE BAIL JUMPERS @ King's Arms, Teignmouth, 21:00
16/04 THE RELICS @ The Crown Inn, Bridport, 21:00
16/04 SPIKEY AND THE BANDITS @ The Ship Hotel, Crediton, 21:00
16/04 WEYDOWN BLUES BAND @ The Plough, Farnham, 20:30
16/04 BLU SOULE @ The White Hart Inn, Chilsworthy, 21:00
16/04 BAD KNEES BLUES BAND @ The Embassy Tavern, Paignton, 21:00
16/04 RICHIE MILTON AND THE LOWDOWN @ Basingstoke Blues Club, Railway Social
Club, Basingstoke, 20:00
16/04 VOODOO ROOM @ The Brook, Southampton, 19:30
17/04 BILLY WALTON BAND @ The 1865, Southampton, 19:30
17/04 RETREAD @ The Bugle Inn, Botley, 15:00
18/04 KABOODLE @ The Foundry Arms, Poole, 15:00
18/04 ZOE SCHWARZ @ The Inn on The Park, Poole, 20:00
19/04 CHICAGO 9 @ The George Inn, Cosham, 20:30
19/04 VINCE LEE & AL WALLIS @ The Blues Bar & Grill, Plymouth, 21:00
21/04 ERIC STECKEL BAND @ The 1865, Southampton, 19:30
21/04 PAPA GEORGE BAND @ The Cellar Club, Farnham Maltings, 20:00
21/04 ALEX VOYSEY BLUES BAND @ Hanger Farm Arts Centre, Southampton, 19:30
21/04 BEN GUNN BLUES DUO @ Belgium & Blues, Southampton, 20:00
21/04 STEVIE WATTS ORGAN TRIO ft ALICE ARMSTRONG @ Yacht Club, Teignmouth,
18:30
22/04 CRACKLING JACK @ The Windsor Castle, Gosport
22/04 WILLE AND THE BANDITS + TROY REDFERN @ Tivoli Theatre, Wimborne
22/04 DOM PIPKIN & THE IKOS @ Rec Rooms, Horsham, 19:00
22/04 WILKO JOHNSON + JOHN OTWAY @ Assembly Hall, Worthing, 19:30
22/04 THE JACKALS @ Lewes Con Club, 21:00
22/04 CUCKOOLAND @ The Platform Tavern, Southampton, 21:00
22/04
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22/04 BLU SOULE @ The Bullers Arms, Looe, 21:00
22/04 MARK HARRISON @ Phoenix Arts Centre, Bordon, 20:00
23/04 JOE BONAMASSA @ Brighton Centre, Brighton, Sussex
23/04 RUZZ GUITAR'S BLUES REVUE @ CICCIC, Memorial Hall, Taunton, 19:30
23/04 WILLE AND THE BANDITS + @ Ropetackle Arts Centre, Shoreham, 20:00
23/04 ERIC STECKEL BAND @ Bridport Arts Centre, 19:30
23/04 WILKO JOHNSON + JOHN OTWAY @ The Lighthouse, Poole, 19:30
23/04 WHEN RIVERS MEET + TROY REDFERN @ The 1865, Southampton, 19:30
23/04 GENO WASHINGTON & THE RAM JAM BAND @ Strings Bar & Venue, Newport
IOW, 19:30
23/04 THE FLYING TIGERS @ The Village Club, Cranleigh, 20:00
23/04 NOT DEAD YET @ Harnham Sports & Social Club, Salisbury, 20:30
23/04 MUDSLIDE MORRIS Duo @ Blues Smokehouse, Southampton, 18:00
23/04 STEVIE WATTS ORGAN TRIO ft ALICE ARMSTRONG @ Platform Tavern,
Southampton, 20:30
23/04 THE MO' SLIM STOMPERS @ The Old Ale House, Truro, 21:00
24/04 ERIC STECKEL BAND @ Exeter Phoenix, 20:00
24/04 CHICAGO 9 @ Hothampton Arms, Bognor Regis, 17:00
24/04 GREG DOUGLASS' POMPATUS OF LOVE @ Bullfrog Blues Club, Southsea, 20:00
24/04 THE BAIL JUMPERS @ The Ship Inn, Teignmouth, 18:00
24/04 SLIGHTLY BLUE @ The Griffin Bar, Torquay, 16:00
24/04 LIAM WARD BAND @ The Queen's Head, Farnham, 21:00
24/04 ZOE SCHWARZ & ROB KORAL @ Poole Yacht Club, 12:00
25/04 ALVIN YOUNGBLOOD HART solo @ Platform Tavern, Southampton, 20:00
25/04 VINCE LEE & THE BIG COMBO @ Ashburton Arts Centre, 21:00
26/04 VINCE LEE & AL WALLIS @ The Blues Bar & Grill, Plymouth, 21:00
27/04 LARKIN POE @ Engine Rooms, Southampton
28/04 DEBORAH BONHAM BAND @ Tivoli Theatre, Wimborne, 19:30
28/04 THE FEELGOOD BAND @ The Beaverwood, Chislehurst, 19:30
29/04 DEBORAH BONHAM BAND @ The Wharf, Tavistock, 20:30
29/04 BLU SOULE @ The Rod & Line, Tideford, 21:00
29/04 ZOE SCHWARZ & ROB KORAL @ St Peter's Church, Bournemouth, 13:00
29/04 RAG MAMA RAG @ The Saxon Bar, Christchurch, 19:30
30/04 WHEN RIVERS MEET + TROY REDFERN @ Arlington Arts, Newbury, 20:00
30/04 THE BAIL JUMPERS @ The Seale Arms, Dartmouth, 21:00
30/04 BITTER BLUES @ Traveller's Rest, Hythe, 20:30
30/04 ISOBEL THATCHER @ Belgium & Blues, Bournemouth, 20:00
30/04 BLU SOULE @ The Ship Inn, Polperro, 21:00
30/04 THE JEFFERSON ARCHIVE @ The Bell Inn, Kingsteignton, 21:00
30/04 ALVIN YOUNGBLOOD HART & IAN SIEGAL @ Graylingwell Chapel, Chichester,
20:00
01/05 MUTTER SLATER BAND @ The Market House Inn, Bridport
01/05 JON AMOR AND FRIENDS @ The Southgate Inn, Devizes, 17:00
02/05 EARLY MAY BANK HOLIDAY
Listings are provided as a guide only. DON’T FORGET TO CHECK THE VENUE BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME to
ensure that the gig is still on. The listing here is far from complete, so check out
www.bluesinthesouth.com/gigs as that is updated all the time: Last date for inclusion here is the 10th of
the preceding month - ie., 10 Jan for Feb.

Lots of venues are OPEN for
music gigs

When you start
getting
new
bookings, don’t forget to put them
on the BiTS website ‘Gig Guide’.
www.bluesinthesouth.com/gigs
YOU CAN ENTER THE GIGS THERE YOURSELF—IT’S VERY EASY—OR AS AN
ALTERNATIVE, SEND THE INFORMATION DIRECT TO OUR GIG GUIDE MASTER
Andrew Cadwell <gigs@bluesinthesouth.com>
THE BITS GIG GUIDE HAS BEEN CALLED “THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE GIG GUIDE I HAVE EVER
SEEN” BY DJ AND GIGGING MUSICIAN IAN MCHUGH (Jazz FM). Tell your friends about it too and
let’s get back to NORMAL!

MUSIC VENUE TRUST LAUNCHES #TAKEATEST INITIATIVE
Live Music Fans Urged to Self-Test Before Attending Gigs
London, 19th July 2021 - Music Venue Trust (MVT), which represents hundreds of grassroots music venues, has
announced a new campaign to encourage live music fans to take a voluntary lateral flow test ahead of attending
gigs.
The #takeatest initiative follows the UK government’s lifting of most COVID-19 restrictions from today (July 19th),
allowing music venues to fully re-open for the first time in over 16 months and is a response to the move towards
‘personal responsibility’ as the principal guidance moves forward.
Music Venue Trust, in consultation with grassroots music venues around the country are launching a social media
led campaign urging music fans to accept responsibility to keep themselves, their fellow gig-goers and the staff at
music venues safe, as restrictions are lifted.
Using the hashtag #takeatest the messaging will be very clear:

Be Kind: Be respectful. Be part of the live music community #takeatest
or
Artists are taking a test to protect you. Staff are taking a test to protect you. Be part of the live music community:
#takeatest before you attend a show

Music venues, artists and fans themselves will be asked to promote the initiative on their own social media platforms
before they host, perform at or attend an event.
Free lateral flow tests can be ordered online and are available from local pharmacies or for home delivery by visiting
www.gov.uk/order-coronavirus-rapid-lateral-flow-tests
Mark Davyd, CEO of Music Venue Trust said, “We have spoken at length to our community about reopening venues
safely as restrictions are lifted, and while there are differing opinions on some aspects of how we will achieve this
there is a consensus about asking music fans to accept personal responsibility to keep themselves and others safe.
We have an opportunity through this strong, unified #takeatest messaging across the live music sector to persuade
audiences to accept that responsibility and to take a lateral flow test before attending. This is a voluntary initiative
that speaks to the sense of community across the grassroots live music sector. We are confident that live music fans
will respond positively to this direct appeal from venues, promoters, artists and their fellow gig-goers.”
People are asked to begin using the #takeatest hashtag on their social media platforms from 11am on Monday July 19th.

BiTS is delighted to announce a new partnership with MusicGurus who provide
music courses & training from the world's top musicians. Watch video lessons
to improve your playing and get 1-on-1 coaching.
MusicGurus courses offer a structured approach to learning new styles and
techniques through a series of high quality video lessons. All lessons feature HD
video & sound, as well as helpful camera angles which allow you to see exactly
how it's played.
You can also chat and exchange videos with artists to find out exactly what you
need to practice next.
Getting valuable feedback from professional musicians is simple with
MusicGurus. Simply start a chat with a tutor of your choice to agree on a subject
for your session, then upload a video of yourself playing. Your tutor will check
out your playing and send a video with their feedback and tips. It's as simple as
that! One-to-one music tuition without the hassle.
Total freedom.
Learn any time, anywhere. Only pay for what you use.
MusicGurus and BiTS believe that you should only pay for what you use so we
don't charge subscriptions. Buy lessons and personal tutoring sessions with a
one—off payment and that's it, they're yours to watch whenever, wherever and
as many times, as you want.
Tutors in the blues and jazz field include Marcus Bonfanti (guitar), Matt
Walklate (harmonica), Paddy Milner (piano), Ron Sayer (guitar) and many
more. For a full list of tutors go HERE.
Click this line for a list of available courses

The BiTS Interview: SAM KELLY
London based Sam Kelly has been voted into Blues In Britain magazine Gallery of the Greats as a five-times
winner of the UK Drummer of the Year award. Sam has recorded albums with Gary Moore, Ruby Turner,
and Stan Webb. Over the years Sam has performed with such well known artists as Dr. John, Ben E. King,
Robert Plant, The Foundations, Chaka Khan, Billy Ocean, and Michelle Shocked among many others. Sam
has in recent times performed with Paul Jones, Imelda May, Andy Fairweather Low and Chris Barber. In
2014 Sam was awarded first place in the drummer category for Blues Matters Writer’s Poll. Runner up in
the British Blues Awards 2016.
Sam was an original member of renowned 1970’s British funk band Cymande who attained US Billboard
R&B chart success with tracks such as Bra, Dove and The Message. The band became the first British based
band to perform at the world renowned Apollo Theatre in Harlem, New York. Cymande reformed in 2014
and Sam has subsequently toured with them in the USA, Brazil, Turkey, Iceland, Montenegro, Croatia,
France, etc. In 2017 they headlined Ronnie Scott’s for three nights.
BiTS: Sam, please tell me something about your early childhood? You came from Jamaica, I think,
when you were just a young child. Is that right?
SK: Yes, I was about six, seven, I think, when my brother and I arrived in
England. August, for us, that was freezing cold [chuckling], coming from
Jamaica to a British summer.
BiTS: What did your family do? Was your father brought over because of
working for London Transport or something?
SK: Not for London Transport. He came over, hoping that he could
carry on with his profession. He was a baker in Jamaica, and he was
hoping to come over here and get a job in the same line and then
bring my mother over so they could both work because
their objective was to get my brother and I over to
finish off our education over here and then go back to
Jamaica. That was the plan, which didn’t happen. My
father came over in about ‘56. Mother about a year later
and my brother about a year after that.
BiTS: So it was just you and your dad to start off with.
SK: No. My dad came over on his own.
BiTS: I see. I’ve got you.
SK: And then my mother came over after and then my brother and I came over and sort of two,
three years after my father came over originally.
BiTS: Okay. That’s fine. I understand now. I gather you got into drumming quite early. How old
were you when you first started messing around with drums?
SK: Oh gosh. I was around 18. Yes, around 18.
BiTS: It wasn’t when you were a really young child.

SK: Relatively speaking, yes. I mean, compared to some of the guys who end up being professional
musicians, it was very late. I know people who started when they were three and four years old.
BiTS: Yes, that’s very true. How did you get into it, anyway? How did you get into music in the first
place?
SK: There was no kind of plan to get into music. My brother used to be a musician. He’s older than I
am. He was a percussionist initially and then he learned to play the flute. Joined a few bands
around London in the 60s, and he wanted to spread his wings a bit with the percussion side, so he
moved from congas and bongos to a drum kit, but he never got on with the drum kit, so he left the
drums in our basement. I used to come in and just hit the drums. Not try and play them. I wasn’t
trying to learn to play drums. It was just hitting. Therapy, basically. That’s how I got into it, just
hitting drums.
BiTS: What music were you playing to, or was it just in your head?
SK: That’s what I’m saying to you - I wasn’t playing anything, I was just hitting. I wasn’t trying to
play a pattern. I was just hitting drums. Rather than going out and getting beaten up or beating up
people at the time because I was a very angry young man at that time. I think most of us are when
you’re somewhere between 16 and 18, so that’s how I used to dissipate all that anger, is just going
to the basement, hitting drums and coming out and feeling quite mellow after that. There was no
intention of playing the instrument as such - that evolved.
BiTS: How did that happen then? How did it evolve?
SK: Where we used to live was a place called the White Horse. Do you know south London at all?
BiTS: A little bit. Yes.

Cymande live in Lausanne

SK: Brixton Road, I think it’s the A23, runs from the Oval, up by where the Oval cricket ground is
right through into the middle of Brixton itself. About halfway along, there’s a place called the White
Horse. That’s where we used to live and at the Oval, I think it’s still there, is an arts centre called

the Oval House and there’s a band that needed a drummer and I think that somebody passed my
house and heard somebody hitting drums. Serious. They needed a drummer because the drummer
didn’t turn up and they were playing a gig at the Oval House, up by the Oval cricket ground. The
person said, there’s a guy down the road that plays drums. They came down. Got me. I went up and
hit drums all night with them, not thinking anything, just hitting them because all I could play
really was what I call beat number one, which is like boom chick, boom boom, chick, boom chick,
boom boom chick. And that’s it. I played that all night for this band.
BiTS: [Laughing] I guess that’s where your education in being the drummer with a band started,
was it?
SK: Exactly. Yes, going out on my first gig and getting paid. I’m thinking, yes, this is good and also
it appealed to me, just being in that situation of creating with these people. Total strangers, but
immediately because we had the music and creating music together, we had that vibe going and on
the strength of that Cymande was formed.
BiTS: Am I right in thinking that this was Caribbean music that you were playing, or was it more
popular music.
SK: No, it wasn’t Caribbean. It was jazz.
BiTS: Oh, really?
SK: Yes, it was a band called Metre. They were a jazz band. The two main guys, the bass player and
the guitarist from Cymande, it was their band. The band was called Metre. I played this thing with
them. I did a gig with them. It’s kind of difficult to explain, but because I was playing so simply and
I didn’t move, I didn’t deviate, they
could play all these other things
Steve Scipio
around that pattern. Do you see what I
mean?
BiTS: Yes, absolutely.
SK: There was no rehearsal. It was
just one of those fortunate situations.
When we finished the gig, I did a
couple more gigs with them and then
Cymande emerged from that.
BiTS: You’re known, Sam, as one of the most technically accomplished drummers in the UK.
SK: [Laughing] Thank you.
BiTS: How did you manage to achieve that? Was it just watching other people or just playing?
SK: Thinking back on the years, I think I was just very fortunate to not go through the formality of
learning from a teacher or learning from a book. I learned from listening. The bass player, Steve
Scipio, he’s a marvellous bass player. He played very melodically. He plays some beautiful lines and
so my drumming was tied up around what he was playing. As I say, there was no plan or anything. I
wasn’t listening to reggae. Years before that, I used to go to dances and listen to funk and R&B, oldstyle R&B, but there was no plan about playing these things. It just grew from being in that
situation.

BiTS: Did you have a job at that time? I take it that you weren't a professional musician from the
go.
SK: Well, no, I think that was part of the problem. When I left school, I was a bench fitter, an
engineer. I left school at 16, fifth year and I went out and I got a job in an engineering factory.
Remember, I don’t know if you’re old enough, Midland Bank.
BiTS: Yes, I remember.
SK: Do you remember those screens that the Midland Bank used to have up?
BiTS: Yes.
SK: That’s what I used to make. The company that I was working for they had the contract to
build all those screens at the time. I did that for a few years, and as I say, I was just getting more
and more frustrated because that wasn’t what I wanted to do. There was something inside me
that said this isn’t
the end product
for you. I didn’t
know what it was,
but I know that
what I was doing
at the time wasn’t
it. At the time you
could maybe get
two jobs in a day.
There was plenty
of employment.
This was in the
60s - 64, 65, 66,
around that time.
So I tried four or
five different jobs. Again it wasn’t for me and that’s where I think the frustration came in, or
part of it, anyway. I needed to get rid of that frustration somehow. I wasn’t a violent person. I’m
still not a violent person, so it needed dissipating some other way.
BiTS: When do you consider you became a professional musician? When you did nothing else
but music?
SK: I suppose I became a professional musician the first time I got paid to do the gig.
BiTS: [Laughing] Technically, that’s true.
SK: That gig at the Oval House, but that wasn’t the objective to become a professional musician.
I was just in a situation. Played. Enjoyed immensely what I was doing and the guys I was
working with enjoyed what I was doing, and it came from that. I played a lot, but it wasn’t
sufficient to keep me going. I had to do other jobs. Cleaning jobs. Any job that I could get to
support the music.
BiTS: When did the music become the principle source of income then?

SK: It still isn’t really [laughing]. No, that’s not strictly true. It has been for a long time. I think
when Cymande started to gig more. When the band settled with the personnel, and we started to
gig more. We were playing places like the Africa Centre. I think Dingwalls was around. Some of the
venues that were around in that period. We were doing pubs - quite a lot of pubs. We were trying to
do quite a bit of touring. We got as far north as Whitley Bay. We did a working men's club up in
Whitley Bay. Can you imagine a bus full of black guys coming out of Whitley Bay [laughing], in the
70s? You could see all the curtains twitching - they’re here! There was no kind of dividing line,
moving from one to another. Again, like so many other things with me, with the music, it just
emerged and moved along in the right direction for me.
Ginger Johnson Master Drummer

BiTS: I’m still trying to find out how you got
your phenomenal drumming technique. Is it just
playing? Is that it?
SK: I suppose the best way I can describe it is
rather than trying to play drums in the
conventional manner, this is a four-four time,
for instance. Bass drum is there. Snare’s there.
Do you see what I’m saying?
BiTS: Yes.

SK: My thinking, when I hear a song, I try and
listen to the melody. I try and listen to the
words, and I try and interpret what they’re
saying to me rather than what a drummer is
supposed to do. This is what I got from playing
with Cymande because we were playing a
mixture of West African. Do you remember a guy called Ginger Johnson?
BiTS: I do.
SK: Some of the guys used to play with Ginger Johnson. I played with Ginger Johnson for a short
time. There was the funk stuff that was going on at that time, so basically, if you listen to the
Cymande music it’s a mixture of all those things and my drumming came out of that and I still, even
today, when I hear a song I think about other things other than the drumming that goes with it. I
think how can I interpret the words? How can I interpret the melody? I think about the dynamics
within the song. What is it saying to me? And then hopefully play the right rhythm with the right
inflexions on it as we go along.
BiTS: I know, Sam, that in the past in interviews, you’ve chatted for ages and talked about a whole
list of names that you played with. I don’t want you to do that now. You’ve played with dozens and
dozens of names all over the world, all over the country. Was there an outstanding gig that you
played where you’re sitting there behind the drum kit and you’re thinking, this is absolutely
wonderful?
SK: Oh wow! Now that’s a huge question. I’m not trying to cop out of producing an answer, but for
me, even now, I’ve been doing this thing 45-50 years, whatever, and it doesn’t matter if I’m playing
in front of 2000 people or if I’m playing down the Dog and Duck, I still enjoy it. I get as much of a
buzz playing those gigs. When I played with Roger Chapman or when I played with Gary [Moore] or
when somebody rings me up and says, look, I’ve got a gig down at the Dog and Duck next week. Can

you play drums for me? Yes, because for me, I look at it, they could pick anybody else, but they
picked me, and they wanted me to bring my interpretation and my ideas about drumming to their
music and their setup. So it’s all brilliant for me, and as I say, I still get a wonderful buzz from
playing, especially meeting new people because initially, you have that thing of the basis to build
any kind of relationship. It doesn’t necessarily mean that you will, but it’s a great start.
BiTS: Tell me something about working with a person who I consider to be a friend of mine, that
is Stompin’ Dave Allen. You’ve been with him for some time. I know Stompin’ Dave because we
both come from the same part of the country.
SK: Dave is
wonderful to work
with because it’s
very intimate. We
played quite a few
duo gigs together.
The biggest band
situation we’ve ever
been in, I think, is a
quartet. But Dave
and I, we have this
wonderful thing
that we’re talking
about because I
think when he looks
at me and when he
hears me play, he knows I will listen. The trick a lot of drummers, a lot of bass players don’t do is
to listen. Dave is a wonderful person to work with. He will start playing and I will listen, and I will
try and get the gist of what he’s saying musically, and he won’t kind of say, you’ve got to come in.
You’ve got to come. He will allow me to come in and play when I’m ready and then when we get to
the other end, then we stop. That’s why I think it works. He’s one of the joys. If I’ve got to pick out
somebody that I think yes - one of the joys of working with someone - he doesn’t say much. You
know what Dave’s like. Doesn’t need to. He’ll pick up the banjo, or he’ll pick up the guitar or sit
round the keyboards or pick up the violin and that for me is one of the joys. You don’t know where
he’s going to go. There’s no plan.
BiTS: [Chuckling] Right. That doesn’t surprise me.
SK: You’ve got to be flexible enough to go with it and I love that. Absolutely love that.
BiTS: Tell me something about your own band, Station House. I take it that’s still going, is it?
SK: Station House is still going. It was a six-piece band at one time with a keyboard player Paul
Jobson, who is also one of the singers and a guy called Jerome Marcus, who was doing backing
vocals and playing percussion. Jerome wanted to get out of the music business, so he left the band.
Paul left the country, that’s leaving the band. He now lives in Germany or has done for about the
last three years and I got in a friend of mine to do lead vocals, a lady called Rowena Pool, who I’d
worked with over the years with different setups and now I’ve got two singers, two lead singers. A
guy called Tony Qunta who’s been in the band right from the start. He plays guitar and strings.

Rowena Pool does most of the vocals. A wonderful bass player, a wonderful musician called Richard
Sadler, I don’t know if you’ve heard of him. Remember a guy called Giles Hedley?
BiTS: I do. Yes.
SK: Well the guy who played bass for Giles for about 30 years, when Giles decided to retire from
playing music and I needed a bass player to come in and my first choice was Richard Sadler because
obviously, I’d been working with him for 30 years. But I’d never worked with him outside of that
blues and delta blues format, so I wasn’t sure deep down in my soul that it would work, but Richard
turned out to be one of the best reggae players
I’d ever worked with. One of the best musicians
I’d ever worked with and one of the best - how
can I describe it? Gig person or band person that
you can work with. Not only is he a good
musician, he would do anything for you. If he’s
in the band and he likes what’s going on, he’ll
do anything for you. So that’s the line-up. It was
a six-piece. It’s now a four-piece and it’s
working beautifully .
BiTS: The last album that you did was called
“No Barricades”. Have you got any plans to do
another?
SK: I would like to. Like with so many other
musicians and so many bandleaders and people
who put bands together, it’s trying to find the
finance to do it justice. I feel like “No
Barricades” is a really good album. There’s a
beautiful variety of material on there, but it’s trying to get it out to the right places because I think,
for instance, if I could get it to a publisher, it would be great, some of the music on there, for TV
and films and things like this, but I haven't been able to get enough finance to get it out and
publicise it enough. I would love to do another because now that the band has settled down into a
four-piece, it’s found its own form, and this time, what I’d like to do is put in more band material
because if you looked at the credits on “No Barricades”, there’s 14 tracks on there and I think about
ten or 12 are written by a brilliant, brilliant songwriter guitarist. A guy called TW Henderson—an
American who I worked with many years ago. I’ve felt for years that the music and the lyrics and
the melody and the songs weren't given a chance to develop because TW was a guitarist who sang a
bit and wrote a bit. You get the feeling that the stuff around, the lyrics and the other things around
was leading up towards a guitar solo. It couldn’t wait to get into a guitar solo.
BiTS: That’s wonderful
SK: So I feel if I took it and got my band to do it, redo the songs, we could maybe kind of push the
boundaries a bit more.
BiTS: Have you been able to get gigs done with COVID, the four-piece, I mean?
SK: It’s picking up because I’m lucky enough to have my partner Diane Tuppen, who is also my
booker for the band. She’s got about another six or seven other bands on her books, but yes, people

are starting to book, and it looks like from the end of this month into April, things are picking up.
Definitely picking up.
BiTS: I see you’ve got a gig on March 11th in Horsham in The Rec.
SK: Yes, that’s right, The Rec Rooms.
BiTS: And at Arlington Arts also at the end of March as well.
BiTS: That’s wonderful. Sam, I’m not going to take any more of your time.
SK: [Laughs] I hope what I’ve been saying to you makes sense because my whole kind of career, in
a sense, has been not disjointed, but there was no plan, there’s been no plan and it’s just sort of
luckily evolved. Being in the right place at the right time, hopefully.
BiTS: Sometimes organic development like that is the best.
SK: It’s worked for me. It’s really worked for me. I’ll give you an example, I did a gig some years
ago with Papa George, down in Putney, and the guest guitar player - because it was a birthday party
- and the guest guitar player was Gary Moore. There’s lots and lots of stories about Gary being very
belligerent, very intolerant of other musicians and so on. My attitude towards it is, I don’t care who
the hell you are, if you get on there and you play at 11 volume-wise, I’m going to make you look very
silly because I can. I can rock twelve bars in anything, so I don’t really give a damn because I’m
never going to work with you.
Anyway, to cut the story short, we got on stage, and he played, and he played superbly. He was
quiet and he and I got on like a house on fire. He said I’m doing an album in a month, six weeks. I
would like you to come and play on this album. Have you got a card? I gave him the card and as
musicians do, you think there goes another tree. Bye-bye.
Then he called me up and I played on his album. That’s the sort of thing that I’m talking about. It
just happened organically. If I hadn’t been there, I doubt very much if that would have happened.
It’s been very fortunate. I think of myself as being extremely fortunate and to still be doing it and
still loving it.
BiTS: Sam, thank you very much indeed for talking to me. It’s been an absolute pleasure and please
keep on going for a long time yet.
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VAL STARR – KIND OF IMPRESSIVE
By Lawrence Lebo
Singer/Songwriter/Guitarist/Online Radio Entrepreneur Val Starr
kinda does it all! She’s had a lengthy career in the music business
both as a performer and music industry executive. Raised in
Southern California, Val started singing and playing guitar at
age 12. She began performing in cover bands in the 80s and
formed her first blues band in 2010 with her husband and
bassist John Ellis.
Val’s music business career began in the late 70’s working for record labels,
ABC, Chrysalis and Polygram as an executive
assistant. In the early 80’s her focus shifted to
radio promotion and from then on into the late
90’s, Val’s also had a successful career as an
independent radio promoter. She would work in
the music industry by day and play in clubs at
night! And if that isn’t enough, Ms. Starr started
one of the first streaming audio networks,
Allradio.com, went on to launch Choiceradio.com,
followed by Gotradio.com, all while promoting her
own blues summer concert series called Blues On
The Patio. She is one productive lady!
Val’s 6th release, ‘Val Starr and the Blues Rocket:
Healing Kind of Blues’ reflects on her state of mind
during the global pandemic. Val wrote most of the
album’s 12 tracks which run the gambit of styles
under the blues umbrella including blues rock,
swing, and shuffle. The lyrics are centred around
the themes of getting older and carrying on, and
as the album title infers, healing through music.
On title track 4 Ms. Starr asks, “What kind of
blues will comfort you?”. And on track 6 titled Age
Is Just A Number Val writes “Age is just a number that gets stuck inside your head”. Notables are
guest female blues artists Debra Powers on piano and Ilana Katz Katz on fiddle.
I asked Val Starr to tell us about herself and her diverse music career. This is what she told me…

LL: I always like to start at the beginning! Would you tells us a bit about where you grew up and your
family please?
VS: I grew up in southern California in the San Fernando Valley. I was the second eldest of four
children. My Dad was a Jewish attorney with a Russian background and my mother was born in
Sussex, England. Unfortunately, my parents split when I was 13 years old. I really had to grow up
fast and found solace in music.

LL: What kind of music were you exposed to while growing up?
VS: There was always music playing in my house. My mother loved musicals, mostly Rogers &
Hammerstein. My father was into the folk music of the 60’s, i.e. Chad Mitchell Trio and he loved
Barbra Streisand. I listened to early rock n’ roll and was particularly drawn to the vocally driven
bands like The Beatles, The Eagles, CSN, Moody Blues as well as female singer/songwriters like
Carole King and Joni Mitchell. I also loved the ladies of folk, Judy Collins and Joan Baez. It wasn’t
until my husband started carousing the local blues clubs in the bay area about 12 years ago that we
both discovered the blues. I had been singing and imitating rock female singers such as Heart, Pat
Benatar and Fleetwood Mac, for so long, I didn’t really discover my own “voice” until I started
singing the blues.

LL: When did you start playing guitar and singing? Did you study or are you self-taught?
VS: I think I started singing as soon as I
could talk honestly. I started playing
guitar around age 11 or 12. My dad
bought me this huge Mexican made nylon
string guitar. I could barely get my hand
around the neck! One of my fondest
memories is when my father pulled over
in his car (I was walking to a friend’s
house) and he opened the trunk and
presented me with a beautiful new
classical guitar. I also performed in the
school musical productions and choirs. I
have had guitar lessons off and on as well
as singing instruction, but I guess for the
most part, am more a self-taught
musician.

LL: When and how did you wind up living
in Sacramento?
VS: In 1987, John & I decided to relocate
to the bay area from Los Angeles with our
first-born son, James. I had a job
opportunity there doing independent
radio promotion, and we settled on the
peninsula. We raised our family in San
Bruno, CA until 2003 then we had the
opportunity to buy a home in Antelope,
CA (Sacramento County).
Sacramento is one of the best kept secrets. It is an hour and half from the beach and bay, and an
hour and a half from Tahoe, so we really have the best of all worlds here. It does, however, get hot
in the summer, hence my song on Lighter Side of the Blues "Sactown Heat".

LL: You and I have a lot in common. In addition to being native Californians, we’re both married to, and
make music with our bass playing husbands! How does that work out between you two?

VS: Wow that is such a marvellous coincidence! It’s a wonderful but tricky business working with
your musician husband, especially if both have strong musical opinions. John and I have been
together for over 40 years (gosh please don’t do the math on that! ROFL) and have played in many
musical projects together. John was the more
“seasoned” musician, and it took a while for
me to come out of my shell and take
command of my musical direction. We have
come a long way and now enjoy an amazing
symbiotic musical relationship.
I write all the material on my Apple laptop
using garage band and then present the songs
to John to add bass. Many times, the poor
guy has just woken up and I’m pulling him
into my office to lay down a bass track. After
gigs, he always jokes that he “gets to go home
with the singer!” LOL!
There is a saying “music is my mistress”.
Having a partner that is as passionate about
music as you are is an absolute blessing
because there is never that potential jealousy
that can present itself when one person’s
passion is all consuming.

LL: Let’s talk about your new release A Healing Kind Of Blues. The album has an ongoing
theme based around getting older. Can you tell us what you were going through that
inspired your lyrics?
VS: I think during these past few years with covid hanging over all our heads, a lot of us have
really felt our own mortality, and for me, I felt that living through these stressful times had aged
me a little bit in my body and mind. But rather than focus on the negative aspects of aging, I
wanted to present the sunnier, funnier and more positive benefits and lessons that come with
aging. I am a super positive person by nature and have lived a wonderful life. Blues tell a story,
and although for example, I am not a descendent of slaves, and have thankfully not experienced an
excessive amount of personal hardship, I still have my own unique stories to share and tell.

LL: Was this your first time you produced your own album? Did you learn from the experience?
VS: Yes. John and I previously co-produced our albums. I had a very specific vision for this last
album, and we had agreed before we started recording that I would produce and have final say on
the mixes and end product. However, John is my ringer! He is not only a consummate musician
and talented bass player, but he is also an incredible sound engineer and mixer. He can really drill
down to the tones of the instruments and placement in the mix. I am better at analysing and
adjusting the final overall sound and feel of a song.
What I learned from producing this album is to really stick to my guns on what I want in a song as
far as parts and feel. On previous albums, there were songs where I was too “shy” to voice my
opinion when a certain guitar or keyboard part drove the song away from my original intention.

There are a few songs on previous releases that I am dying to re-record or perform on a live album
because the recorded versions are not what I had envisioned they should sound like as the
songwriter.

LL: How about all the musicians who contribute to the album? Would you tell us about them and how
you all came together?
VS: Sacramento is really a hot spot for great blues musicians. Paul, our drummer, has been with us
the longest and because of that, I cannot remember how/where we met!! Most likely through a
fellow musician. I call him my little brother. We actually met our lead guitarist, Timothy Brisson,
through Paul. They often perform at church functions together. Timothy is not only a talented
guitarist, but also has a great heart, and moonlights as a first responder chaplain. Frankie, our
harmonica player is the newest edition and an east coast transplant. He loves Chicago style blues
but has adjusted beautifully to the more diverse blues palate that the Blues Rocket has.
As far as guest musicians, Todd Morgan is my go-to keyboards. He has his own popular band, so he
is not a band member per se. Also talented local saxophonist Danny Sandoval has appeared for the
2ⁿd time on our CD as well as percussionist Horacio Soccaras. Lastly, I have been so fortunate to
travel to Memphis a few times and meet other women in blues through the National Women in
Blues Showcase. Two of my guest female blues artists Debra Powers on piano and Ilana Katz Katz
on blues fiddle are featured and they did an amazing job providing me with awesome tracks,
virtually.

LL: So, you are quite the entrepreneur! Would you like to talk about your career in radio?
VS: I started one of the first streaming radio networks AllRadio.com in 1998 and then moved on to
launch ChoiceRadio.com in 1999. I raised some angel capital for the company but after the dot com
bubble burst in the new millennium, I was forced to sell ChoiceRadio.
In 2003, I had the opportunity to start GotRadio.com in a joint effort with a college in Seattle that
had extra bandwidth to spare and wanted to try their hand in internet radio. I split from them in
2004 and have been streaming at GotRadio ever since. I personally program the Bit O Blues
Channel and the New Age based channels, and have other music programmers for the rest of the
network. I absolutely love what I do and am very blessed to have
music in my life 24/7.

LL: What can we all look forward to coming up for you?
VS: Oh, more albums of course. However, I hope I’m wrong but
I’m sad to say that “Healing Kind of Blues” might be the last
physical CD we release. People are just not purchasing CDs
anymore. I really take the art of sequencing an album to heart.
With “Healing Kind of Blues” I wanted to take the listener on a
musical journey (remember the Moody Blues?) as well as having
stand-alone tracks that people could add to their Spotify playlists.
But I do hope that the art of producing and enjoying entire albums continues.
I am also dying to come and perform in the UK and Europe. I think a sort of “working/playing
vacation” in the UK would be absolutely marvellous. Being half British, I have relatives in England
that I’d love to meet. I’m trying to figure out how I can make that dream a reality. So far, the
acceptance of my music has been beyond my dreams, and I can’t thank blues radio enough for their
support!

~ Lawrence Lebo
Lawrence Lebo is an award winning, critically acclaimed Blues recording artist living in Los Angeles, CA,
USA. She can be found on the web at www.lawrencelebo.com

BiTS INTERVIEW: CHRIS CHALMERS (The 2:19)
The 2:19 a band from Belfast—out of the blue—became an IBBA Pick Of the Month. UK DJs
were both delighted and intrigued by the band, about whom it was very difficult to find any
information but there was much enthusiasm for their music. Ian McKenzie tracked down the
band and Chris Chalmers (guitar and vocals) was thrust into the limelite. This is what he told
me:
BiTS: Okay, Chris, let's make a start. Tell me something about yourself and the band. Anything you
want to.
CC: I was playing a gig with another band and Paul, our guitar player, asks me afterwards if I would
like to put something similar together with him. Paul and I have known each other for a while and
we’ve tried to get a band
started a few times, and it
hasn’t quite worked out.
It all started when Paul
came to see me play with
another band and then we
recruited the rest of the
guys. That was October
2019. That’s where it all
started, really with that.
BiTS: How long has the
band actually existed?
When did you start
gigging, for example?
CC: We only fully formed
in March 2020, right
before the lockdown, so we did two gigs, I think in winter of 2019 without a drummer and then
that’s it so far. Nothing since then and then Monty, our drummer, he joined on I think it was the 16th
of March 2020, and the next day my daughter came home from nursery with a cough, so we started
self-isolating. Then a few days after that, Boris announced the lockdown, so we weren't really able
to do anything after that.
BiTS: Do I take it that this is a lockdown album, or is it not? Did you do it at a studio or by sending
tracks to people or whatever?
CC: No. We did it live in a studio in July of 2021, but the whole thing came out of the lockdown, yes.
BiTS: Tell me about the band. Who’s in the band? Yourself you play?
CC: Well, I sing and I play a bit of guitar mostly because the guitar parts are me and then Paul
Wilkinson plays lead guitar. A fella called Marty Young plays bass and his brother Ady Young plays
rhythm guitar. We have a guy called Monty Sneddon on drums and a guy called Andrei Marinescu on
harmonica.
BiTS: When you went into the studio, was the album already written, or did you do a lot of work
while you were in the studio?

CC: No, it was all written then. It was actually all written in the summer 2020 between Paul and
myself and there’s one of the songs on the album that’s written by Marty. We actually were
supposed to be a cover band, believe it or not, and then there were no gigs to play, so there was no
point in playing covers, so we thought we would have a go at trying to write something of our own.
Then the songs all just seemed to fall out of the sky. Within five weeks we had 15-odd songs
written.
BiTS: Let me tell you, Chris, why it is that I wanted to interview you. One of my colleagues on
Blues in the South who does regular reviews for me has done a review of your album “Revelator”
for the upcoming issue of this month and I’m going to read you his first paragraph, which goes as
follows: “I know nothing about The 2:19, and I can’t find out anything about them online. Are they
named after Louis Armstrong, 2:19 blues or the Tom Waits song”? And he goes on to say other stuff
about where does the name come from and all the rest of it. So that’s really why I wanted to talk to
you. What is the position about that?
CC: When we first started out, we decided to call ourselves The Revelators and then it turned out
there were a huge number of bands called
The Revelators.
BiTS: Yes, ain’t that the truth [laughing]?
CC: Yes, so we had a really hard time. We
only actually agreed the band name shortly
before we released the album. It was all
recorded and done and dusted before we had
even picked the band name, so it was a real
struggle, but The 2:19 was actually my
suggestion and it was more Jelly Roll Morton
than Louis Armstrong because that’s the song
I was thinking of. Having said that, we’re all
big Tom Waits fans as well, so I think The
2:19 pops up in a song by the band as well as
‘Rag Mama Rag’ and ‘Trouble in Mind’ that
old blues standard. So yes, it pops up quite a
bit.
BiTS: Tell me something about some of the music, for example, I’m intrigued by this song called
‘Lee Shelton’. Who is or was Lee Shelton?
CC: That’s one of my songs actually so I can answer that one. The first verse of that song came
into my head out of the blue. I should add that I’d never really written songs until this album came
about. I didn’t really start writing songs until two years ago when I was 38, so Lee Shelton the first
verse of that popped into my head and then I just sort of had to build a story out of that really. Lee
Shelton was really the real Stagger Lee. I don’t know if you’re familiar with American folk songs,
so I suppose the idea of my song is that my guy is Stagger Lee’s son and there’s some poetic licence
in there. There’s a wee bit of Robert Johnson's biography I think in the lyric. But that’s just a wee
story that it comes with really, I suppose.
BiTS: Do you have a favourite track on the album?

CC: I’m sure everybody says this, but I do quite like ‘Revelator’ and I like ‘Lee Shelton’. I like ‘No
Time To Bleed’, which is one that was written by Paul, our bass guitar player. I like ‘Abandon Hope’.
I like ‘Black Dog Moan’ as well. I’m conscious I’m naming all my own songs here. I do like ‘No Time
To Bleed.’ I think that’s a good one.
BiTS: Which do you enjoy performing best in
public?
CC: We haven't played any of them in public
yet, so I don’t know.
BiTS: Oh, really?
CC: Yes.
BiTS: When’s that going to start then?
CC: Hopefully, the album’s doing quite well
over in England. People are interested, but we
haven't managed to get an awful lot of interest
here in Ireland. We sort of tentatively booked a
gig in August over here, but that’s too far. I’m
trying my best at the minute to get people to
book us. We’ve got to get out and play these
songs, but I enjoy singing ‘Diamond in the
Dust’, which is another one of Paul’s. I guess it
allows me to channel Mick Jagger on that one.

BiTS: I guess from what you say, reading between the lines, you’ve been badly affected by COVID.
CC: Yes, well Northern Ireland is maybe a little bit behind the rest of the UK when it came to
opening back up again. The passport thing was only done away with a couple of weeks ago over
here, and even then, I think a lot of venues are reluctant to put gigs on because they don’t know
what’s around the corner, so there’s been very little happening over here with regards to live music
for the last two years. I think it’s back up and running a bit more over in England. I have friends
here who have been over to England recently and they've told me it’s like a different world over
there compared to over here. I think over here, we’re still being very cautious.
BiTS: It’s actually a dreadful two years the last two years. Are you planning any touring, getting
away from Northern Ireland and going somewhere else?
CC: It has been talked about because due to the kindness of the Blues Broadcasters Association, we
have got a lot of interest over in England, particularly in the North East, so it has been talked about.
A few people have reached out and asked us to come over and play, over in the North of England.
We have talked about it, so possibly yes, I would hope to get over at some stage. There are six of us
in the band and we all have wives and children and day jobs, so it would take a bit of planning, but
hopefully, we’ll get over one of these days, yes.
BiTS: Have you done some travelling around Northern Ireland?
CC: With the band?
BiTS: Yes.

CC: No, we haven't played anywhere. We played two support slots in Belfast in 2019 before we had
a drummer.
BiTS: So you’ve got all that pleasure yet to come.
CC: Well, I hope so. Yes [chuckling]. We’re very keen to play, yes.
BiTS: Fingers crossed for you. Myself and many of my colleagues in the IBBA are delighted by your
record as you know from the position that it achieved in the chart this last month and there’s every
reason why you should start to plan for the future, in my opinion.
CC: It was a big shock. Wonderful that you all picked the album out. We hoped it would get a bit of
attention in Northern Ireland and maybe even a little bit in the Republic of Ireland, but I didn’t
expect anybody to be interested beyond that, so I’m very, very grateful and we really appreciate all
the support we’ve had from the IBBA. We’ve had a few radio plays over in the States and in South
America and Germany and stuff as well, so there’s a few places where it seems to be doing quite
well. We don’t have any manager or agent or publicist or anything like that, so it’s down to me
really to try and push it as much as I can. I’m happy that people are hearing it.
BiTS: Do you have a long-term plan? Do you know roughly where you would like to be, say in 5
years' time?
CC: Not really, no. As I say, we were only supposed to be a cover band. We were only supposed to
do a few pub gigs here and there and then one of the guys - I think it was Marty, the bass player
suggested booking into a studio because we weren't able to do any gigs and he suggested booking
into a studio to record a few blues standards. And then we said, well it might make more sense to
record some songs of our own, so we sort of tried to force a couple of songs out and we hoped to
maybe make a single or maybe even an EP and then before we knew it we had an album’s worth of
songs, so we just cracked on and thought well we’ll make an album and see what happens.
BiTS: Chris, as things ease up after COVID, fingers crossed that it’s going to continue - my
suggestion would be that you try to get yourself some gigs at festivals and that kind of thing.
CC: Yes, we would like to. The Belfast City Blues. There’s quite a few blues festivals over here,
actually and I’ve been trying to get us on the bill at some of those, so we’ll see how that goes, but
we hope to get another album out this year. We already have too many songs for an album, so
there’s potentially a third in there as well. We’ll just keep doing it as long as people are interested
and as long as we can.
BiTS: Are you writing music all the time? Is that what you do? Is that what your interest is?
CC: Well, as I said, it’s not something I’ve ever done until recently. I had always messed about with
Bob Dylan covers and things like that, so they all just sort of fell out last summer, 2020. The other
guys, Paul and Marty would write a lot of songs, but it’s all quite new to me. Yes, I’m confidently
trying to come up with something anyway. We made an executive decision, I think in the middle of
December, to start working on a second record so, three months later, we’ve got too many songs for
a second album. We seem to go through little bursts of inspiration as and when we need to.
BiTS: Tell me something about the people that you listen to as musicians. Who are your top people
that you listen to?
CC: I suppose quite strangely out of the band Andrei the harmonica player and myself would be the
biggest blues geeks really. Paul the guitar player, he would have been into Stevie Ray Vaughan and

all those types of people, but Andrei and I would be more into the pre-war acoustic blues. Robert
Johnson, Kokomo Arnold and Blind Willie McTell, Mississippi John Hurt and those sorts of people.
The likes of Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf and Otis Rush. Elmore James too..

BiTS: I don’t think I heard you mention Rory Gallagher amongst that lot. I’m a huge fan of Rory.

CC: Yes, Paul, our guitar player would be as well. I am too. My dad would have gone to see him
years ago, obviously. He would be very beloved round these parts because nobody else would come
and play over here and Rory always made sure that he did. So he’s always very highly thought of in
this part of the world. The guys in the band would all be big Bob Dylan fans, the Rolling Stones and
people like that. Peter Green from Fleetwood Mac as well would be another big hero of mine.
BiTS: Chris, I’m not going to take any more of your time. Thank you very much indeed for taking
the time to speak to me.
CC: Perfect, Ian. Thank you very much for all your support and for taking the time to interview
me.
BiTS: That’s absolutely wonderful. Good luck because you deserve it. I think that for a first album,
you’ve really done the goods. I’m not saying it’s flawless, but it’s certainly very good for a first
effort.
CC: Oh, brilliant. Thank you very much. That’s very kind of you and thank you.
BiTS: I’ll be in touch with you sometime in the future then. Thanks very much, Chris.
CC: Okay.
BiTS: Bye.
CC: Brilliant. Thanks again. Bye-bye.
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REVIEWS
Sugaray Rayford—In Too Deep—Forty Below Records ASIN :
B09KNBCKLG
Sugaray Rayford has a great voice and has used it to sing both
soul and blues, with his previous album ‘Somebody Save Me’
being nominated for a Grammy. Like that album this one is also
produced by Eric Corne of Forty Below Records who also co-wrote
the songs with Sugaray. Opener ‘Invisible Soldier’ tells the story
of veterans (like Sugaray himself) who are still suffering from
PTSD – it sounds like the black protest songs of Marvin Gaye or
Curtis Mayfield, while the title track is more rocky, built on a
powerful guitar riff (Rick Holmstrom)— one of the album’s highlights. ‘Under The Crescent Moon’
takes us down to New Orleans a moody track over electric piano with riffing brass and flute and
‘Miss Information’ is another highlight as Sugaray testifies over wah-wah guitar and reggae
sounding brass.
‘Please Take My Hand’ is a powerful acapella track with Sugaray and a choir singing about civil
rights “marching, we’ve been marching since we put upon this land…” By contrast ‘One’ is a plea
for peace and taking care of the environment with a melodic backing including strings. ‘Gonna Lift
You Up’ takes us to the dance floor with Stax-style riffing brass and pounding bass, then ‘Golden
Lady Of The Canyon’ is a romantic ballad before we return to the dance floor with ‘United We
Stand’ with more funky bass and riffing brass. Personally I would have liked to have heard Sugaray
include some blues here or old style R&B but his new/old soul is done very well with great grooves
and his pleas for social justice echo the voices from the 1960s and 70s but are obviously still an
issue in the 21st century USA.

Graham Harrison
Elles Bailey—Shining In The Half Light—OutLaw Music ASIN :
B09K5BKZRL
Elles spent the lockdown and its aftermath having a baby and
releasing a live album - 'Ain’t Nothin’ But' - but this new record
sees her back in the studio in deepest Devon with producer Dan
Weller and a band featuring Joe Wilkins (guitar), Johnny
Henderson (keyboards), Matthew Waer (bass) and Matthew Jones
(drums). She's also joined by Izo Fitzroy, Andrusilla Mosely and
Jade Elliot who provide powerful, gospel-style backing vocals. The
songs are all originals written with her usual collaborators
Ashton Tucker, Will Edmunds and guitarist Joe Wilkins and she
also enlists Matt Owens (Noah and the Whale) and guitarist Martin Harley as co-writers.

Opener 'Cheats and Liars' is a moody blues ballad with a big sound, while 'The Game' ups the pace
with riffy guitar and Henderson's Hammond and 'Stones' is a rocky blues with electric slide guitar.
'Colours Start To Run' is a gorgeous soul ballad over a pumping bass with Elles' voice soaring over
the top, while 'Different Kind Of Love' is a beautiful sensitive ballad. 'Sunshine City' is a blasting
rocker with screaming slide guitar (and sudden ending), 'Halfway House' is a country-tinged ballad
and 'Riding Out The Storm' and the title track both reminded me of classy West Coast rock. In fact
the whole record reminded me of recent Bonnie Raitt albums in both Elles' strong confident vocals
and also the well-written varied songs. The production, band and backing vocalists are all also very
good, with Johnny Henderson's organ in particular being excellent (as usual).

Graham Harrison
Bob Stroger—That's My Name—Delmark ASIN : B09P5GMP1
Chicago’s Bob Stroger has worked with blues legends Otis Rush,
Jimmy Rogers, Sunnyland Slim, Louisiana Red and Snooky Pryor,
as well as apparently playing bass on over 30 blues albums on
Delmark records over the years and now finally at the age of
91(!) he gets his own album fronting The Headcutters a blues
band from Brazil. The Headcutters are Joe Marhofer (harmonica
and vocals), Ricardo Maca (guitar), Arthur Catuto (bass) and
Leandro Cavera (drums), plus guests Luciano Leaes (keyboards)
and Braion Johnny (tenor sax). Bob and the band cut the album in Brazil in 2019 and 2020.
The sound is very authentic and I really like Bob’s gentle voice (a bit like Jimmy Reed’s) – a nice
contrast to all the other screamers and shouters out there. On the first track ‘What Goes on in the
Dark’ Bob’s vocals are backed by organ, harmonica and brass for a nice late-night blues, there are
also relaxed readings of the blues standards ‘CC Rider’ ‘Move to the Outskirts of Town’ and ‘Just a
Dream’, as well as Jay McShann’s ‘Keep Your Hands Off Her’ with great boogie piano from Leaes.
‘Something Strange’ features atmospheric chromatic harp from Joe, with ‘Stranded in St. Louis’ a
slow blues with organ and slide guitar and the title track is a Stroger original, an engaging shuffle
“You can call me what you want to but my real name is the blues…” This is a great album of
traditional Chicago blues with The Headhunters proving to be an excellent backing band for
veteran Bob to step into the limelight in front of.

Graham Harrison

Harley Kimbro Lewis—Harley Kimbro Lewis—Independent
Harley Kimbro Lewis are Brit singer-songwriter and blues slide
player Martin Harley, Daniel Kimbro bass player with the Jerry
Douglas Band and the Earls of Leicester and Sam Lewis a
Nashville based singer-songwriter. The album was recorded at
Wow & Flutter Studios in Nashville and it reminded me of Mark
Knopfler and The Notting Hillbillies with its similar mixture of
old timey acoustic country and blues. ‘Grey Man’ is quite bluesy,
while ‘Neighbors’ (sic) is very country and ‘Creepin’ Charlie’ has
a real Hank Williams vibe, complete with some nice lap steel from
Harley and some lovely double bass from Kimbro.
More lap steel on ‘Cowboys in Hawaii’, ‘Good Guy’ is more country but ‘Rosary’ begins with a lovely
picked ragtime intro before segueing into a poignant romantic ballad. ‘Who’s Hungry’ is an
unusual, slightly jazzy song, ‘I Gotta Chair’ is an amusing song about the ‘joys’ of owning a house
complete with banjo and we head to the Far East for an odd location for a country song ‘Tokyo’.
However, ‘Whiskey Decisions’ brings us back to a classic country theme (plus smoking in bed!)
‘What To Do’ is a laid-back blues that name checks Taj Mahal, Nina Simone and JJ Cale and has a
nice slide solo from Harley and the closer ‘Man Get A Hold of Yourself’ is a nifty little song that
advises us to be careful (“burn the wax out of your ear‽”). This is a well-made and well-played
record that sounds really good, it pays homage to older forms of music but does it with a knowing
touch of humour, unfortunately for me there was rather too much country influence and not enough
blues.

Graham Harrison
The Blues Band—So Long—Repertoire Records ASIN :
B09Q1YF97J
So is this the final record from The Blues Band? Who knows, I
don't really see Paul Jones or any of the others giving up music
and consigning themselves to rocking chairs. We begin here with
Skip James' 'Hard Time Killing Floor' with Dave Kelly on the
vocals. It’s a band song but with mandolin to give it a bit of the
Skip James ethereal sound, Dave also sings on the original song
'Tough Times' which features old mate Bob Hall on piano as well
as Zoot Money on organ. 'Hoggin' is a funky original this time
with Paul on vocals/harp and Ben Waters on piano with some nice guitar from Tom McGuinness
and Gary Fletcher stands up to sing on the unusual 'Don't Let It Be You', powered along by Rob
Townsend's drums. 'Them Old Crossroads Blues' is a Dave Kelly song featuring his slide guitar and
with boogie piano from Mr. Hall that tells Dave's story of how he got into blues with name checks
for Son House, sister Jo-Ann, Bob Hall and Tony McPhee.

'Don't Ever let Nobody Drag Your Spirit Down' is the Eric Bibb song with Paul out front and
'Midnight Bus' and 'Bring On the Blues' have Tom McGuinness on vocals (!) while 'To Love
Somebody' is a nice bluesy take on the old Bee Gees number. 'Ti Fi Une Grande Dame Maintenant
(Big Girl)' is catchy Cajun boogie with guests including Albert Lee (guitar), Steve Simpson (fiddle)
and original drummer Hughie Flint (bodhrán), whereas 'Come On Give Me Some Blues' is Mr. Jones
reiterating his love for the blues, with some great harp playing. 'Tough Love' is a poignant blues
ballad and the final 'Tick Tock' is Dave's song about time ticking away. In truth there isn't much
'straight blues' on this record, instead the band concentrate on original songs and demonstrate
their versatility with different genres, sure everything is blues-based but I did miss the traditional
blues songs. Perhaps after 40-odd years they have reached the end of the line and feel it's time to
move on?

Graham Harrison
The Love Light Orchestra—Leave The Light On—Nola Blue ASIN :
B09N1ZGLN8
The Love Light Orchestra are a Memphis-based nine-piece band
that recreates the 1950's big band R&B sounds of B.B. King, Bobby
‘Blue’ Bland, and ‘Junior’ Parker etc. Out front on vocals is John
Nemeth who we normally think of singing a later style of blues
but listen to him on opener 'Time is Fading Fast' where his voice
is at first controlled and melodic before as the band pick up in
intensity and start to wail he begins to howl along with them.
'Come on Moon' is a cool blues which hots up towards the end and 'Give Me a Break' is an uptempo
rocker with riffing brass.
The only cover is '3 o'clock Blues' the old Lowell Fulson number (also covered by B.B. King) with
Nemeth barking out the lyrics and some nice guitar from Joe Restivo but all the other original songs
sound just as authentic. The album was recorded at Memphis Magnetic Recording with all the
musicians (including Nemeth) in the same room, it was mixed at Sam Phillips studio using his great
vintage echo chamber. 'Open Book' by trumpeter/arranger Marc Franklin is an uptempo stomper,
'Leave The Light On' is a jump blues and we finish with 'Follow the Queen' built on Gerald
Stephens' boogie piano with honking saxes. Sadly the original bass player Tim Goodwin died before
the album was released, he was also a teacher at the University of Memphis and mentored many of
the area's musicians.

Graham Harrison

Louisiana Red and Bob Corritore—Tell Me 'Bout It—Southwest
Musical Arts Fnd ASIN : B09NK899P1
I normally think of Louisiana Red (real name Iverson Minter with
his blues name gained for his love of 'Louisiana Red' hot sauce)
as an acoustic guitarist but here he plays electric on seven
sessions recorded with Bob Corritore during trips to Phoenix
between 2000 and 2009. Red was a versatile guitarist who
played in various styles from his emergence in the late 1950's
and he later toured all around Europe before eventually marrying
a German woman and settling down to live in Hanover. Other
musicians involved in these sessions are Bob's usual 'From the
Vaults' crew including Chico Chism, David Maxwell, Bob Margolin, Little Victor, Buddy Reed,
Johnny Rapp, Chris James, Patrick Rynn and Brian Fahey.
The overall sound here is Chicago blues with a full band and Red on vocals and guitar but 'Early
Morning Blues' is a nice duet with just Red and Bob, while 'Alabama Train' is a powerful blues with
great piano from David Maxwell and 'Caught Your Man and Gone' is a relaxed shuffle on the theme
of 'I Ain't Gonna Worry My Life Anymore'. 'Freight Train to Ride' is an Elmore James-style fast
blues with 'Edith Mae' and 'Bernice' being Elmore-style slow blues, many of Red's lyrics tell of his
travels, both in the States and elsewhere and 'Bessemer Blues' is a namecheck for the Alabama
town where he was born. Red is perfectly at home here playing and singing with Bob and the band
providing very sympathetic backing for him and everything is well played and produced. I did find
it a bit generic and would have liked to have heard more duo tracks for a bit of variety.

Graham Harrison
Catfish Keith—Land Of The Sky—Fish Tale Records
I've seen Catfish Keith live a couple of times so was perfectly
aware of what a good guitarist he is but I wasn't prepared for the
sheer sonic magnificence of the guitar sound on this record - at
times it's hard to believe that it comes from just one man and his
guitar. This starts from the first track Jimmie Rodgers' ‘Away Out
On The Mountain' where he plays a 2018 National Resophonic
'exploding palm' baritone tricone (Ed. - That's enough guitar
porn!) and follows it up with Joseph Spence's delicious ‘Bimini
Gal’. I've heard people describe Keith as "that blues slide
guitarist..." but on this CD he takes blues, country and old pop songs together with four of his own
compositions, and gives them all the Catfish treatment so we have a variety of styles but with an
overall unified sound.

He presents a wonderful slide-driven melodic version of Gary Davis’s ‘Samson & Delilah’ and don't
expect any festive cheer from 'Santa Claus Blues', a dark and edgy blues originally done by blues
pianist Walter Davis. 'Scoodle Oot’N’Doo' is a Catfish original played on ukulele which does bring a
bit of levity and this continues on 'Red Nightgown’ by Jimmie Davis but stops on Memphis Minnie's
stark tale of domestic violence ‘Dirty Mother For You’. 'Listen to the Mockingbird' is a pleasant
instrumental and the final track is the sublime 'Some of These Days' - Charley Patton’s song taken
at a funeral pace with wonderful ringing, echoey slide guitar. Although I've mentioned Keith's
guitar playing, which is fabulous throughout, his singing is also very good and really sells every
song. This is a very good album which should appeal to anyone interested in roots music and
particularly guitarists.

Graham Harrison
Bobo Jenkins—Decoration Day Blues—Soul Jam Records 806191
(2021)
Many years ago, I bought an album by Bobo Jenkins which was
released on his own label, Big Star Records. The musical content
was, to say the least, pretty rough. On one track for instance a
telephone is ringing halfway through the recording, but they
continued playing and the track was actually included on the
album!! I loved it, for me this was the genuine article.
This cd contains hard to find 45s he recorded for a variety of
labels during the ‘50’s and ‘60’s... Fortune, Boxer, Duchess and Chess, plus a few from his own Big
Star.The twenty one tracks featured have all been remastered and sound great. There are extensive
notes by James Chumet and Gary Blailock with photos of Bobo and a few label shots. Session
details are also included (where known) with backing musicians, some you’ll have heard of I’m
sure, Eddie Taylor, Willie Johnson, Earl Phillips, Robert Richard among them. This is an important
release, grab a copy soon because there’s not a great amount of Bobo Jenkins material currently
available, maybe just the odd track here and there. If you like your blues rough and ready, this is
for you.

Bob Pearce
Baby Boy Warren—Bad Lover Blues the Complete Singles (1950 1962) —Soul Jam Records 806192 (2021)
Another gem from Soul Jam Records and, as with the Bobo
Jenkins release we’re staying in Detroit, this time with Baby Boy
Warren. Robert ‘Baby Boy’ Warren was one of the leading figures
in the Detroit blues scene of the 1950’s and early 1960’s and, like
other artists of that time, recorded for numerous record labels....
releases from Federal, Gotham, Staff, J-V-B, Blue Lake and others
are all featured on this set.

Fantastic booklet notes and session details from James Chumet and Gary Blailock will give you lots
of information about Baby Boy and his career. As a writer, Warren was often humorous with his
lyrics. “I asked the lady was she married” “No but I have a special friend” “Lady I don’t mean to be
embarrassing, but is it possible you could cut me in?” (My Special Friend Blues : 1950)
Baby Boy Warren, like so many others, should be much better known than he is, hopefully this
release will go some way to achieving that.
Highly Recommended

Bob Pearce
Debra Power—I’m Not from Chicago—Independent
Well, the title is fair enough, I guess, Debra is in fact from Canada.
She is also now a fixture on the Calgary, Alberta blues scene, a
recording artist who made her own debut set in 2016 (“Even
Redheads Get The Blues”) and a mighty fine, pounding piano
player and singer.
There is a lot to like about this release, starting with the rocking
opener, ‘Magnificent Heart’, with its Jerry Lee Lewis influence,
before Debra affirms that she is “Hardwired For The Blues” with a
lovely and lively mid-tempo item – nice sax playing by Mike Clark
and guitar work from Steve Pineo on this too. In fact, the accompanying musicians excel throughout.
The excellent Keeshea Pratt duets with Debra on the ballad ‘What Colour Is Love’, and another guest
on the album is the late Harpdog Brown, who died in January this year. He contributes to the rocking
blues of ‘New Shade Of Blue’, ‘The Last Time I Saw Memphis’, and the broom-dusting title track.
A further couple of rootsy ballads offer another side of Debra’s talents and showcase the quality of
her vocals. Then there is the amusing, autobiographical ‘Debra Marie’…
All in all, this is well worth your time – very enjoyable.

Norman Darwen
Michael Dotson – Peligroso Blues Live – Solo Blues SB002
“Solo Blues” covers a Spanish blues magazine, record company and
tour promoter, with this release being one of those to mark its
thirtieth anniversary. Michael Dotson may seem a strange choice
for this, a little–known Chicago bluesman. But within the first few
seconds of this release – “I’m gonna start off with some, er, John
Lee Hooker”, he tells the audience before launching into a wonder-

ful, solo rendition of ‘Groundhog Blues’ – he certainly dispels any doubts.
Michael is perhaps best-known for his six year stint with Magic Slim & The Teardrops and for his
work with Mississippi Heat, but he has led his own band around the Windy City and worked with
many of Chicago’s blues acts. On this set he is backed by a fine, subtle rhythm section and his
interplay with them and the audience is natural and engaging. He is obviously an assured and
confident performer and his material draws heavily on the blues club scene, as he conjures up the
likes of Jimmy Reed, Muddy Waters, Magic Slim and Howling Wolf alongside his own originals. For
the latter, maybe try ‘Synchro Boogie’, another John Lee Hooker styled tour-de-force.
My only criticism of this set would be that the writer’s credit for ‘Little Voice’ should be to A.C. Reed,
not Jimmy Reed. A minor point, maybe. Musically, this is really an excellent set.

Norman Darwen
Mike Zito – Blues for the Southside—Gulf Coast
Mike Zito is one of the most important figures in the modern blues
scene, a singer and guitarist who makes some very fine records and
also co-runs the Gulf Coast label. If I have a criticism, it is that he
occasionally seems to hold back a little, but there are no worries
on that score with this double CD release, recorded live in his
native south Saint Louis, MO at the end of November 2021.
There might be a clue in that date. It comes as pandemic restrictions were lifting and certainly there is an audible sense of release, of enjoyment, of playing for the
sheer hell of it and both artist and crowd react positively. Mike plays and sings with energy and fire,
whether he is playing a fine Chicago club blues styled number as on the instrumental title track or
saying “goodnight” with a tear ‘em up finale of Chuck’s ‘Johnny B. Goode’ (a number of course
referencing Mike’s own recent tribute album to Chuck).
Along the way he draws in a few guest musicians, most notably Eric Gales – a very hot name at the
moment and on Hendrix’s ‘Voodoo Chile’ he shows just why. Home-boy Tony Campanella and
Milwaukee’s Dave Kalz add to the fun too. And this release is certainly fun. It is also some of the best
slightly rock-tinged modern blues around at the moment.
Norman Darwen
(www.gulfcoastrecords.net)

Popa Chubby—Emotional Gangster—Dixiefrog DFGCD8831-2
New York’s Popa Chubby is a leading blues-rocker, one who
remembers to actually play the blues. He certainly does that here.
He opens with the powerful rocker, ‘Tonight I’m Gonna Be The
Man’, excellent bragging lyrics, pounding rhythm and slashing
slide guitar - ‘ I’m The Dog’ is a similar kind of Chubby song,
don’t you dare take him on! He also provides the listener with
energetic covers of ‘Hoochie Cootchie Man’ and ‘Dust My Broom’,
a little unexpectedly perhaps, but it’s good to hear him tackle
these standards: Chubby plays them reasonably straight but
undeniably leaves his stamp on them. He breaks out the slide
again for ‘Equal Opportunity’, which may not be quite the politically correct number you might be
expecting - let’s just say Popa likes women!
Chubby plays many of the instruments on this set himself, but harpman Jason Ricci adds a fine
instrumental break to ‘A New Way Of Walking’ and really adds to the lovely traditional sound of the
Chicago-flavoured shuffle of ‘Save The Best For Last’. ‘Doing OK’ has a blues and funk approach that
works well, and at the time of writing, the title of the two versions of ‘Why You Wanna Make War’ sung in English and French respectively - is all too relevant. The CD release finishes with the
exclusive instrumental bonus track, ‘Master IP’.
To sum up, this is energetic blues from Popa Chubby - but note that it is indeed a strong
contemporary blues set. A rather fine one too.

Norman Darwen
Sandy Haley—Feels like Freedom—Independent
Sandy Haley is a female blues singer based in southern California,
where she recorded this set, produced by the in-demand Tony
Braunagel. Sandy grew up in Detroit, playing piano and singing
gospel music, before moving with her band to Los Angeles, where
things didn’t quite work out as planned. However, she stayed on
and got a new band together.
This five track release offers the listener the swinging ‘Dirty Dog’
(some nice blues harp here too), the title track which rides a very
fine classic late 60s soul groove, and ‘Love Me Right’, an extremely
bluesy slab of moody soul – there is something of an Amy Winehouse type of sound to this one! ‘Never
Sleep’ is both a pointed and humorous rocker, riding a ‘Bony Maronie’ type riff, and ‘Run For Shelter’
is another bluesy number that has strong tinges of Aretha Franklin in Sandy’s vocal.
All in all, this is an impressive release – let’s hope that it will lead to a full-length release from Sandy
in the near future. I’ll certainly be looking forward to hearing it.
Norman Darwen
(www.sandyhaleymusic.com)

Simon Kinny-Lewis—King Biscuit— Skl
Now this is high energy blues from this Australian singer and
guitarist on his eighth album. Declamatory vocals and some bigsounding guitars set the scene on the blues-rocking opener,
‘Swamp Rat’, the first of a trio of original compositions by Simon,
before the first of the standards, an energetic version of Mose
Allison’s ‘Parchman Farm’ with rocking violin by Christian
Howes, more than a little akin to Don “Sugarcane” Harris’
approach; some excellent guitar playing too. It’s nicely different.
But then so too is much of the album – which may sound a little
strange when he is covering standards from John Lee Hooker
(‘Crawling King Snake’), Howling Wolf (‘Smokestack Lightning’, ‘Little Red Rooster’), Lightnin’
Hopkins (‘Black Cat Bone’), Bo Diddley (‘You Can’t Judge A Book’) and St Louis Jimmy (‘Going
Down Slow’). Simon tends to treat them in an individual manner, keeping enough of more familiar
versions to make them more or less instantly recognisable, but adding plenty of his own ideas and
identity.
It helps too that his visits to the States have ensured he has some rather fine guests – Robben Ford
produces and plays on three tracks, Kirk Fletcher adds his guitar work to ‘Red Rooster’, harmonica
player Andy Just contributes significantly to three, and Joe Bonamassa associate Josh Smith takes
the lead guitar on one number. The band is spot-on throughout and although it veers close to bluesrock (especially the Hendrix-y ‘Smokestack Lightnin’’) all the songs are blues, of course.

Norman Darwen
(www.sklblues.com)

The Sully Band – Let’s Straighten It Out—Blue Elan
Local radio and television host Bob “Sully” Sullivan is an excellent
singer of blues, soul, and R’n’B here backed by a top class band in
the classic fashion. This is a ten-piece group out of San Diego,
California, - horns, backing singers, cracking rhythm playing,
these guys do know their stuff.
The opening Dr. John penned track has everyone setting out their
stall – it’s a funky duet between Sully and a sassy-sounding
Rebecca Jade that takes no prisoners. Ray Charles’ ‘Hallelujah I
Love Her So’ gets a cool, controlled, jazzy treatment, before
Shuggie Otis’ ‘Ice Cold Daydream’ brings back the funk, sporting some excellent guitar and a dirty
sax break. Sully next turns his attention to The Temptations with a cover of 1968’s ‘I Wish It Would
Rain’, containing a Stevie Wonder-ish harmonica break.
Billy Preston’s 1974 ‘Nothing From Nothing’ is very typical of its time, whilst Nolan Porter’s
original of ‘If I Could Only Be Sure’ dates from two years earlier. This is a bluesy piece of guitardriven soul, with a fine, very concise guitar break once again. Brenton Woods’ ‘Gimme Little Sign’
receives a space-y 70s soul styled accompaniment, whilst Albert Collins was responsible for ‘If You

Love Me Like You Say’, here with a strongly New Orleans styled accompaniment, and young
guitarist Anthony Cullins channeling the Iceman.
Florida soul-bluesman Latimore’s moody ‘Let’s Straighten It Out’ is taken fairly er, straight, and is a
fine, if unexpected performance. Equally unexpected is Jackie Wilson’s celebratory ‘Higher And
Higher’ – I was expecting a real tear ‘em up performance, but instead Sully and co slow the song
down somewhat, concentrating on the lyrics for a really memorable cover to close out this hugelyentertaining set.

Norman Darwen
(www.blueelan.com)

The Terraplanes Blues Band—Stepping Stone—Self Release
I first encountered The Terraplanes Blues Band at the Radford
Mill Blues Festival last year and I was very impressed with their
live set so I was really keen to hear their new album; ‘Stepping
Stones’.
The album opens with ‘Highway 61’ a good solid stomping beat
enhanced with some great harmonica work. ‘My Malaise’ is another stomper with a ‘Bo Diddley’ feel and coupled with some laconic wit in the lyrics has a hint of the Fabulous Thunderbirds
about it. I really liked this one. The stomping keeps on coming
with ‘Get Along’ which is bordering on Doctor Feelgood. They slow things down with ‘Pick Myself
Up’ which features some nice brush work from Tom Turner.
Tom Turner and Andy Wood combine well on drums and bass respectively to open on ‘Ain’t Had No
Loving’ and carry a nice driving rhythm that is reminiscent of an early 60’s Rolling Stones no less.
‘North Street Blues’ pays homage to their home city of Bristol with some nice slide guitar and tasty
harp once again. ‘The Ballad Of Ragtime Texas’ is a nice light ragtime tale featuring some lovely piano from Richard Parsons. The title track ‘Stepping Stones’ hits the strides again before the album
closes with ‘The Lonesome Crow’ a more country tinged song with some poignant lyrics.
I think it was Aristotle who used the phrase, ‘The whole is greater than the sum of the parts’ and
that phrase really applies to this band. Nick Scarse has a good strong voice that really works well
with their songs. He has an economical guitar style that delivers, you won’t find any long meandering guitar solos here! Eduardo Allen has a great tone and expression to his harmonica playing. He
has that knack of playing the right things in the right places at the right time, the sign of a great
musician. As mentioned previously Tom and Andy combine so well on drums and bass that has a
simplicity that locks everything together.
These boys combined make for a great band who are going from strength to strength. They have a
freshness about them that is now present with this great album as well as in their shows, go check
them out!

Ged Wilson

Paul Gillings—Mr Smith—Bad Monkey Records
“Mr Smith” is the third studio solo album from Paul Gillings, a harmonica player / singer songwriter from Lowestoft Suffolk.
The album opens with ‘Promo’ a blaster of an instrumental track with a
great harmonica vamp and some power guitar. ‘Short Straight Hair’
carries on where ‘Promo’ left off as another rasping instrumental.
‘Wasted Love’ is a rock blues offering featuring some top high register
harp playing.
The title track ‘Mr Smith’ has a more mellow touch to the accompaniment with some excessive delayed harp giving an almost ethereal feel to this instrumental. ‘Wind Down After Work Blues’ is a slow blues instrumental whilst ‘Stand To The Right’ is a more orthodox blues rocker. The
album closes with the unusually titled, ‘Mouthuselah’ a full on harmonica blast.
Paul’s vocal delivery style with that delayed echo is reminiscent of the late Michael Hutchence from INXS.
Paul is ably supported with some good guitar work from Danny R but where Paul truly excels is with his harmonica work. His intense driven style is somewhat similar to that of Sugar Blue and Paul has really mastered
this style of playing, indeed he is a top harmonica player.
My only criticism with this album is that the combination of overdriven guitar and overdriven harmonica can
become a bit tiresome on the ears after a while so it will be interesting to see where Paul takes his songwriting to next.

Ged Wilson
The Blues Against Youth—As The Tide Gets High And Low —
Escape From Today Records
In recent months I have started to come across more and more
Italian blues artists and I have been pretty much impressed with
what I had heard thus far. A new name to me, Gianni Tbay (aka
The Blues Against Youth) hails from Rome but is now resident in
Turin and has just released his sixth album so I am keen to give it
a listen.
The album opens with ‘Refugee’ a tragic tale underpinned with
some good acoustic slide guitar. ‘Goin’ To Chicago’ has a nice foot
tapping groove with some lovely backing vocals from Margherita Patrignani, really enjoyed this
one. There is more of a ragtime feel about ‘I’d Rather Hide Deep In The Backwoods’ with a good mix
of acoustic picking and slide guitar. There is an amusing intro and outro to ‘Goin’ To East Texas’
from the driver telling you the do’s and dont’s of riding onboard a Greyhound bus!
There is some nice harmonica work to be had on ‘Particle Filter Blues’ to accompany the slide guitar
on this upbeat blues. There is more of a country feel to the Cliff Carlisle song ‘Devils Train’ which
has a great whistling solo on it and the album closes with almost nine minutes of ‘Oblivion’.

Gianni has a vocal style not too dissimilar to JJ Cale and an uncanny knack of generating great
acoustic riffs that bed down nicely into great blues grooves. He has developed his own individual
style. I’m really warming to all these Italian blues artists.
Ged Wilson

Professor Louie & The Crowmatix—Strike Up The Band—
Woodstock Records WR69
Nine of the ten original numbers on this, the sixteenth album
from the Professor & The Crowmatix, have been written by
Professor Louie (he also sits in the producer’s chair) and Miss
Marie and one was co-written by Miss Marie and John Platania.
They were recorded at the LRS Studios in Hurley, New York.
Aaron ‘Professor Louie’ Hurwitz is on vocals, and Hammond B3
organ, piano, keyboards and accordion, he is joined by The
Crowmatix who are Miss Marie Spinosa, vocals, percussion, piano; Gary Burke, drums, percussion
and horn arrangements; Frank Campbell bass and vocals with John Platania, electric and acoustic
guitars. Horns are supplied by The Woodstock Horns.
Throughout the album there is an atmosphere of enticing and relaxing rural Americana. The album
opens with ‘A Thousand Ways To Freedom’, which is a rolling, rousing gospel influenced acapella
and piano led honky tonk. In a similar vein is the slower ‘Tick Tock’, which is a tale of time eroding
the chances a lovelorn suitor. The very relaxed slide driven blues from Miss Marie ‘Fall Back On
Me’, is an inviting shoulder to cry on or more, perhaps? The upbeat and stirring toe tapper ‘Livin’ In
This Country’, is quite simply a blues rocking, rollicking ode to the values of the American way of
life. Whereas, ‘Golden Eagle’, is very pleasant mixture of accordion, forlorn trumpet and gently
picked acoustic guitar, that puts you in some faraway border-town cantina. ‘End Of The Show’, is a
vocally angelic emotional ballad that features a soaring B3, while an understated guitar works away
underneath. The anthem/hymn ‘Flaming Ray’, is an acoustic guitar and piano piece that slowly
builds into an epic ballad complete with emotively delivered vocals, shining horns and soaring
violins.
Invitingly mellow!

Brian Harman.

Blind Raccoon and NOLA Blue Collection Volume Four—Blue Heart
Records BHR 009
This is the fourth collaboration between Blind Raccoon
Promotions and the record labels Nola Blue Records and Blue
Heart Records. This collection of music from the 34 artists of
Blind Raccoon clients and Nola Blue and Blue Heart records can
be accessed as a digital download and streaming via Bandcamp:
https://nolablue.bandcamp.com/album/blind-raccoon-nola-bluecollection-vol-4 the profits garnered from digital sales will go to
MusiCares. The thirty four numbers here include a live recording
and nine singles, one of them previously unreleased. The rest of the collection are album tracks
from between 2017 and 2022. One track in particular is from a very famous comedy actor of the
20th century.
The collection opens with a splendid harmonica and slide guitar driven roller from Mark Cameron
entitled ‘Sorry’. Sticking with a good slide is Blind Lemon Pledge with his old fashioned train-like
slow blues harmonica and resonator on ‘Black-eyed Susie’. ‘If Your Phone Don’t Ring’, is a very nice
brooding guitar, harmonica and horn infused slow blues from Trudy Lynn who splendidly delivers
an emotionally menacing vocal. The very mellow sound of The Love light Orchestra is highlighted
by the languid brass driven New Orleans ballad ‘After All’, a very pleasant toe-tapping change of
pace is introduced with the unreleased Northern Soul mover ‘Accepting Applications’, from Matt
Lomeo.
The dramatic and powerful guitar-led ballad ‘Firebreather', from Skylar Rogers certainly gets the
adrenaline flowing. While a more relaxing mood is delivered from Trevor B. Power with an
enticingly grooving harmonica on ‘Get Well Johnny.’ David Gogo splendidly meshes ‘honky tonk’
piano and a jaunty blues resonator guitar on ‘Never Gonna Change’ while Donna Herula’s precise
guitar picking and sweetly crisp vocals delight on ‘Bang On The Door', which is underpinned by an
alluring bass line. Kenny Parker’s single ‘She Might Meet Me', is another delightfully appealing
crisply picked acoustic blues.
The surprising (and good) number here is the foot tapping, swinging big band Jazz inflected ‘Is You
Is Or Is You Ain’t My Baby', from Dick Van Dyke, (ED: - My favourite track) who recorded the
number in 2017 at the age of 91, (he is now 96) when his love of old blues led him to producer Bill
Bixier, who produced Dick’s 2017 album,
On ‘Step Back In Time’ newcomer Adam Schultz, creates a very fine seventies low key funker with
‘Cure For The Blues', while Clarence Spady, delivers a cool and mellow vocal. ‘Party In The Room
Next Door', is a joyously jumping piano led boogie woogie from David Vest, recorded live in Calgary
in 2021. The splendid ‘Do The Rufus', from Johnny Tucker is a very tight, enticing guitar and horn
led funker that certainly leads you to the dance floor. There are two enjoyable no nonsense ‘heads
down' boogies: firstly, ‘Ruthless Boogie', from David Lumsden and then ‘Rent', from The Mary Jo

Curry Band. The pace slows somewhat with the horn driven mellow roller ‘Takes One To Know
One', from Teresa James & The Rhythm Tramps.
A very tasty collection!

Brian Harman.

Kathy Murray & The Kilowatts—Fully Charged—Blue Heart
Records BHR1023
Kathy Murray on lead vocals, with her other half, Bill Jones on
guitar, have together employed an array of artists for this, their
5th album. The eleven original numbers and three covers were
recorded at The Single Pitch Studios ATX with Kathy and Bill
sharing production duties with Jeff Botta. The album rolls out
with the invitingly Texas tramping double shuffle that is ‘Expense
Of Love’, the tough drum work is nicely balanced with a raw,
ringing guitar. ‘My Mistake’, slows the pace somewhat, with
haunting horns courtesy of the Texas Horns trailing Kathy’s warmly raw vocals as they sensuously
wrap around a slowly stinging guitar. Tampa Red’s ‘It Hurts Me Too’, is a splendid slow blues with
a Tex Mex influenced accordion and a slow burning slide behind Kathy’s warm emotive vocal.
Pleasingly a very mellow accordion and guitar version of the Doc Pomus tune ‘Suspicion’
wonderfully wafts through the air. The B side of Irma Thomas’ 1964 classic ‘Time Is On My Side’, is
‘Anyone Who Knows What Love Is’. Here this is given a delightful mellow pairing of guitar and
gently punctuating horn, and is given the utmost respect. Kathy and Bill duet on the late night
sultry ‘Extra Nice’, this slow burner has a very nice, easy and enticing accordion leading the way.
A serious toe-tapper is to be found with the rollicking ‘Get A Hold Of Yourself’, as it steams its way
into your ears. A singing, stinging guitar is to the forefront on the splendid homage that is ‘The
House That Freddie Built’ which recalls the years that Texas Blues maestro Freddie King spent
performing at the influential Texas music hall that was The Armadillo World Headquarters, this
was also where he recorded his final album ‘Larger Than Life’.
Very, very nice!

Brian Harman.

Derek Holt and Richard Jones—Shadowman—Independent
Founder members of Climax Blues Band, Derek Holt and Richard
Jones reunite here to produce this album drawing on (as their
Bandcamp site puts it) “their common musical influences: The
Beatles, The Blues, Rhythm and Blues, [and] Soul”. And in that
simple phrase, the music is summed up.
The blues may lie in the rhythm and blues and soul part of the
phrase, but the root of the music is very much at the ‘pop’ end of
the spectrum. There is an airy drum and bass mix/feel to the
whole of the album.
All songs were composed by Derek & Richard except ‘I Gave All My Money Away’ which comes with
lyrics from Tim Sebastian and is my fave on the album with a nice funky feel and a mix reminding
me of the Meters.
The title track has the feel of a movie soundtrack (spaghetti anyone?). While ‘Waiting for Payday’
is a nicely done, wistful piece with a cracking horn part (a hook even) and a laid back guitar solo,
shame about the fade out.
All in all a nice effort but not one for blues aficionados despite their credentials.

Ian K. McKenzie
Prakash Slim—Country Blues From Nepal—DeVille Records
Dr Samuel Johnson, eighteenth century polymath reportedly once
said : "Sir, a woman's preaching is like a dog's walking on his
hinder legs. It is not done well; but you are surprised to find it
done at all." Boswell: Life of Johnson. That is sometimes seen as
a put down of women, but in it lies another truth—these things
have to start somewhere!
Blues—roots acoustic blues—played by a man from Nepal might be
something you might be surprised to find done at all but when it
is done as well as this, it is more than a surprise—it is jaw
droppingly stunning—done so much better than just ‘well’.
Ram Prakash Pokharel plays and sings the blues like he has a hellhound on his trail. This is not the
work of a revivalist, it is music made, written and performed by a dedicated bluesman who just
happens to have an unusual background. Music includes: ‘Bhariya Blues’ (Prakash Slim)
‘Blues Raga’ (Prakash Slim), ‘Corona Blues’ (Prakash Slim), ‘Crossroad Blues’ (Robert Johnson),
‘Garib Keto’ (Prakash Slim), ‘Jitterbug Swing’ (Bukka White), ‘Living For The Memory’ (Prakash
Slim), ‘Me And The Devil Blues’ (Robert Johnson), ‘Moon Going Down’ (Charley Patton), ‘Police
Dog Blues’ (Blind Blake), ‘Poor Boy’ (Prakash Slim), ‘Villager's Blues’ (Prakash Slim) and ‘You
Gotta Move’ (Fred McDowell). Enough of his own music to know he is not a copyist. Enough to
know this man has the blues in his soul and in his fingers. More please!

Ian K. McKenzie
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Nobody taught me to play bottleneck. I just
saw it and taught myself. I got an old bottle
and steamed the label off, put it on the wrong
finger, I basically did everything wrong until I
met some of the Blues legends early in my
career who taught me another way. I didn't
have anyone to tell me women didn't play
bottleneck.

Bonnie Raitt
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